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TECHNICAL DATA
Bacterial filtration efficiency (BFE)

≥95%

Differential pressure (Pa/cm2)

125

Spray resistance pressure
Microbial cleanliness (cfu/g)

70
not measured by DGA

Use
TYPE 1 WASHABLE FOLD BARRIER MASKS

Washable

Barrier Masks Non Sanitary Use (Cat 1) for people

Main material

8 hours
50x
100 % cotton

with occasional contact with the public, not suitable
for nursing staff in contact with patients.

ECO-FRIENDLY
The VIROSTOP mask is an intelligent solution, its design

Our range of textile masks produced in our

makes it effective, comfortable, durable 50 x 8 hours (which

factories meets European standards.

allows among other things to amortize your investment/

100% Cotton made, usable 8 hours and

advertising when printed) but also eco-friendly.

washable 50 times at 60°C .
Our elastics, according to OEKO-TEX standards,

After its service, our mask made of 100% cotton, will end its

support a very large number of washings.

life in a textile recycling industry

We offer ear or head masks, in 4 sizes (3 child

1
2

This choice has 2 main advantages:
it respects the balance of the planet
it testifies to your involvement in the protection of the
environment

sizes and 1 adult size), masks with interchangeable filter, or even waterproof (see details

ADVICE

on www.virostop.be).

- Store in a clean, dry and dark place
- This mask is strictly adapted to the pandemic

VIROSTOP masks are customizable.

COVID 19.
- Social distancing must be applied despite
wearing the mask.
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